
Professional Services:
Building a resilient ecosystem 
with a multi-layered approach 

A multi-layered approach that includes multiple lines 

of defence provides resilient protection. With layers of 

security in place, you can maintain a potent defence 

with fewer exploitable attack pathways.

You can deploy solutions that suit different use cases, 

making updating layers easier and taking advantage 

of new innovations and technologies as they come to 

market and as threats evolve. This strategy ensures 

your cyber security is always ready to defend against 

new, more sophisticated threats.
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A multi-layered approach reduces 
cyber risk

A proactive approach to risk resilience is essential. With 

so many threats on the horizon, you must establish a 

strong cyber defence posture to minimize the risks 

you'll need to manage.
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The process compares this data to your desired state 

for all the above. The desired state will most often be 

the requirements for an information security 

framework, such as PCI DSS, ISO 27001, NIST, and GDPR/

DPA.

The gap assessment results in a written report on how 

to get from where you are currently to where you want 

to be. As part of the assessment, you might also 

request workshops and briefings to help 

communicate status to leadership.

Integration and Implementation 
Services 

Opticca Security provides resilient services to optimize 

your risk and security. We establish a security 

implementation process to build a comprehensive 

repository of accelerators, reusable assets, and 

frameworks for accelerating your security and 

compliance per industry standards.

We offer complete, cross-product integration, 

implementation, and management services to drive 

solution deployments and process improvements 

essential to achieving your business objectives.

Current State/Future State Gap 
Assessments 

Conducting a gap assessment determines your 

company's security requirements against your 

framework of choice by analyzing its effectiveness now 

and identifying areas for improvement. It's typically the 

first step in your certification process, but executing 

one in isolation allows you to make informed decisions 

down the line.

Your gap analysis:

• Assesses the state of your current security

posture

• Considers your regulatory and legal compliance

requirements

• Evaluates your strategies and processes, any risks

you may have, and your critical assets (data,

networks, systems, etc.)
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Key cyber security services for 
proactive prevention
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CDN/WAF Migration Services

Delivering high-performance content is crucial 

for ensuring an exceptional user experience. 

Whatever your reasoning for exploring new 

Content Delivery Network and Web Application 

Firewall (CDN/WAF) alternatives, a CDN/WAF 

migration is about optimization and future-

proofing your digital assets. It's a strategic move 

that impacts your organization on multiple 

levels, with security as a core focus and not just 

an add-on. CDN/WAF migration is a significant 

commitment that can lead to streamlined 

operations, improved performance, and a 

stronger security posture. Tangible benefits 

include cost savings, better automation/self-

service, and improved site performance.

Switching CDN/WAFs is no small undertaking. It's 

not just about changing where your website's 

files are stored but also about setting up 

security features, managing how web traffic 

flows, telling the new CDN/WAF where your 

original website is, and ensuring everything 

works right on the new service. Opticca Security 

can tailor-fit a migration package regardless of 

who your CDN/WAF vendor is or how long you've 

been with them. With an adaptable approach, 

our experienced migration team can help with 

complex and outdated configurations, so you 

don't have to.

Ensure cybersecurity 
excellence

Build a more efficient and robust cyber 

security ecosystem with Opticca Security, 

your consultative  partner. With 

established relationships with leading 

cyber security vendors like Cloudflare, 

ShiftLeft, Snyk, and Sonatype, we can 

deliver solutions that pair best-in-class 

technology with your strategic objectives.

As you navigate the security challenges 

of widening access to your systems and 

data, we’re here to help — now and as 

your needs evolve. 

Let’s begin with a conversation.
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